THE HORICON PHOENIX PROGRAM IS
PROUD TO PRESENT
ROCK RIVER TRIVIA SIXTEEN AT
HORICON’S FAMOUS ROCK RIVER TAP
Team Name:
Team members (3-5):

Team Registration is $25.
RULES & TIPS
1 - No Cheating (No phone calls, texts, searching Bing, Hitchihikers’ Guide, the Oracle of Delphi, The Google,
Encyclopedia Britannica stashed in the loo, or any other reference you don’t have inside your skull.)
2 - Have fun!
3 - Points will be announced after every question and between each chukker. The winner is the team with the
most points at the final siren.
4 - Each answer must be submitted on the official answer form. If it is a multiple part answer, you will be
instructed how to write it down.
5 - Some questions will be designated as BONUS. It might be that only one team gets that bonus, or several
teams may be allowed the opportunity. Consult your host in case of questions.
6 - Generous teams may be offered an advantage if they slyly slip some extra cash into the Phoenix Program
donation jar. Advantages could take many forms, here are a few possible ways you will be rewarded for
generosity:





If the question asks for a numerical answer “+/- 1 year”, there may be a call for a specific $ donation
that will only require accuracy +/- 3 years
If you are asked to submit “4 of the 8 correct answers”, basic teams will only submit 4 answers and
hope they get them, all.
Our Premium Teams, who become Premium with a donation, may be allowed to submit 6 or 8
answers and only 4 of them would have to be correct for full points.
If we ask for a ranking like “Name the 4 smallest states by area, in order” the Premium teams can pay
extra for the opportunity to submit more than one order Listen up for other SPECIAL OFFERS limited
to those Premium teams

7 - You may consult with your team on every question, only ONE answer will be accepted from each team
8 - Fair Play is our goal. No shouting out wrong answers, intentionally sabotaging other teams, or just
generally trying to be a city slicker who gets an edge. If you deceive another team, you will at least get the
frowning of a lifetime
9 - The host is incredibly skilled at this trivia stuff and unquestionably impartial. If he makes a decision, right
or wrong, it stands. No appeals (Unless he changes his mind)

